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COURSE CONTENT:

Definition designs and classification of institutional equipment requirement and specification for installation and operating large equipment. Methods of evaluation equipment performance use and routine care of equipment and special maintenance practices of equipment and environment.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

READING LIST:

LECTURE NOTES

Lecture I

Introduction - INSTITUTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- Definition of institutional equipment
- Institutional equipments in the options of Home Science and management
- Classification of institutional equipment in Home Science and Management
Lecture II

STAGES OF MAINTENANCE

✓ The description of various stages of maintaining the institutional equipment in each option (clothing and textile, extension and child development) existing in Home Science and Management.

Lecture III

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

▪ Explain the requirement and specification for the institutional equipments in Home Science and Management
▪ The description of installation and operation of the institutional equipments.

Lecture IV

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

✓ Methods of evaluation of performance of institutional equipment in Home Science and Management.
✓ The effect of these on producing
✓ The necessary routine care of the equipment

Lecture V

○ Special maintenance practices of the institutional equipments
○ The traditional and modern practices of maintaining the institutional equipment in Home Science and Management

Lecture VI

MERIT AND DE–MERIT

✓ The disadvantage and advantage of modern equipments over traditional equipment.